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MANAGE MONITORED ASSET SETTINGS

Each Monitored Asset has its own unique profile that allows you to manage its settings and view its current and

historical data.

About managing Monitored Asset settings
Each Monitored Asset has its own unique profile that allows you to manage its settings and view its current and

historical data.

• Adding Monitored Assets

Monitored Assets are commonly created when adding sensors to your account, either during the device

preconfiguration or using the OWDC app onsite. There are also other situations when you may need to create a new

Monitored Asset or move a sensor from one Monitored Asset to another.

• Monitored Asset profile

Each Monitored Asset has a unique profile. From its profile you can manage its name, assigned Business Unit and

Location (optional setting), and view its assigned sensors.

From its profile, you can also view its current state, reading history, event history (state and alert history), and

assigned sensor(s). A Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor from the profile of a sensor.

• Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor

A Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor and the sensor's reading and operating condition data is linked to the

Monitored Asset. A Primex sensor is commonly either affixed to the equipment being monitored or located within

the proximity of the condition being monitored.

This structure allows a sensor to be moved from one asset to another and all reading data is permanently linked to

the Monitored Asset during the time period the sensor was assigned to the Monitored Asset. Therefore, all reading

data of a Monitored Asset is unique to the asset, regardless of the current sensor or previous sensors assigned to

the asset

• Monitored Asset (sensor) settings

A Monitored Asset's primary settings are configured from its assigned sensor. An asset can have more than one

assigned sensor.

Settings configured from a Monitored Asset's assigned sensor include its Normal Condition (range), Check-in and

Logging Interval, Audio Alert, Network, and Alarm Delay. See topic About managing sensor settings [14].

• Manually change state the state of a Monitored Asset

A user assigned to an Admin role can change the state of a Monitored Asset. Although OneVue manages the state,

a circumstance may arise that requires a user to manually change the state of an asset. Conditions that may

warrant the use of this function include temporarily suspending the monitoring of an asset during maintenance,

permanently disabling the asset from your OneVue account, or during testing.

View Monitored Assets
You can view all your Monitored Assets from one location and view the profile of an asset. From a Monitored Asset's

profile, you can view its settings and current and historical readings and state change events.
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View all Monitored Assets

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. A list of assets is displayed.

To view all assets, from the bottom section, you may need to increase the Items per Page selected.

Column Definition

Monitored Asset Name of the Monitored Asset. Selecting the link opens its profile.

Last Reading Date/Time Date and time of the last reading transmitted by a sensor assigned to Monitored

Asset.

State Current state of the Monitored Asset.

Status Current status of the Monitored Asset.

The below columns are hidden by default. Select the custom gear icon to add a column to the view.

ID System generated ID assigned to the Monitored Asset; for reference use only

Location Location assigned to the Monitored Asset.

Business Unit Business Unit assigned to the Monitored Asset.

View a Monitored Asset profile

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset link of the asset to view. Its profile is displayed.

To view all settings, select Show Advanced Options.
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Setting/Option Definition

Alert Notification If the Monitored Asset has an active alert, the alert can be acknowledged.

Monitored Asset The name of the Monitored Asset. Allows up to a maximum of 50 characters.

Business Unit The Business Unit assigned to the Monitored Asset. By default, assigned to the

account Business Unit.

• Clear: clears the current selection.

• View: opens the Business Unit profile.

State Current state of the Monitored Asset. Its state is determined by the last reading and

sensor device operating status transmitted by its assigned sensor(s).

Status Current status of the Monitored Asset.

The status of a Monitored Asset is determined by the last reading and the device

operating condition transmitted by its assigned sensor(s).

Reading History The reading history of a Monitored Asset is all past readings logged by its assigned

sensor(s) over a specified period of time.

Reading data is displayed in a graphical and list view.

State History Provides all state changes either by made by OneVue or a user and state-change event

comments added by a user. This data provides a consolidated view of the state of a

Monitored Asset for a specified period of time.

Alert History Provides all alerts and the details of each alert's start and end date, and duration. For

alerts generated by an Alert Rule with Alert Escalations, all logged resolutions are

displayed.

To generate Alert History, the Monitored Asset is required to be assigned to an Alert

Rule with Alert Resolutions.

Sensors Sensor(s) assigned to the Monitored Asset.

Sensor Type Identifies the type of sensor. Selecting the link opens the sensor profile.

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Location The Location assigned to the Monitored Asset.

Notes Information added by a user that is commonly needed to be shared with other system

users.

State Change Allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of the Monitored Asset.
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Create a Monitored Asset and assign a sensor
Monitored Assets are assigned to sensors and OneVue intelligently links the sensor reading data to its assigned

Monitored Asset. This structure allows a sensor to be moved from one asset to another. Therefore, all reading data is

unique to the asset, regardless of the current sensor or previous sensors assigned to the asset.

Add the Monitored Asset to OneVue

A Monitored Asset may be a piece of equipment with contents, a room, or an area. A Monitored Asset identifies what

a sensor is monitoring.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the bottom menu, select + New.

3. To view all settings, select Show Advanced Options.

4. Enter its settings.

Setting Definition

What are you

monitoring?

Name of the

Monitored Asset

The name of the Monitored Asset. Allows up to a maximum of 50 characters.

Monitored Asset Name and voice alerts: The pronunciation of abbreviations,

acronyms, and numbers are read as a single word. Insert spaces or periods

between each letter or number to ensure the Name is pronounced clearly. Example:

Monitored Asset Name contains “MR ED” as the abbreviation for Magnetic

Resonance Imaging - Emergency Department. Voice alert will state “Mister ED” and

recommended to enter M.R.E.D. or M R E D. Voice alert with "Room 12345" in the

Monitored Asset Name will be pronounced as "Room twelve thousand three

hundred forty-five", be sure to include a space between numbers.

Label Label Information printed on the label affixed to the device. By default set to the

first 20 characters of the Name. Allows up to a maximum of 20 characters.

Business Unit The Business Unit assigned to the Monitored Asset. By default, assigned to the

account Business Unit.

• Clear: clears the current selection.

• View: opens the Business Unit profile.
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Setting Definition

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Location Location assigned to the Monitored Asset and is an optional setting. Commonly,

only used when user access is managed by unique Locations or when the account

has assets in multiple geographic areas.

• Clear: clears the current selection.

• View: opens the Business Unit profile.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

5. Select Save.

Next, assign the Monitored Asset to a sensor.

Assign a Monitored Asset to a sensor

A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned to a sensor. OneVue links

the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's

reading and state history.

1. Go to Devices > Sensors. A list of sensors is displayed and the Monitored Asset column indicates if an asset is

assigned to the sensor.

2. Select the Sensor Type link of the sensor to be assigned to the Monitored Asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the Monitored Asset drop-down list, select the Monitored Asset to be assigned to the sensor.

4. Select Save. All subsequent reading and device operating data is linked to the sensor's assigned Monitored

Asset.

Once a Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor, it's critical to verify the sensor settings meet the conditions of

the asset being monitored.

5. Once a Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor, it's critical to verify the sensor settings meet the conditions of

the asset being monitored.

From the sensor profile, verify the Normal Condition (range) [30] and Alarm Delay [31] settings.

From the sensor gateway profile, verify the Logging Interval [34], Check-In Interval [33], Audio Alert [30], and

Unresponsive Timeout [32] settings.

Final steps

• Add the Monitored Asset to an Alert Rule.

• Add the Monitored Asset to a Report Profile.

Assign a Monitored Asset to a sensor
A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned to a sensor. OneVue links

the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's

reading and state history.
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1. Go to Devices > Sensors. A list of sensors is displayed and the Monitored Asset column indicates if an asset is

assigned to the sensor.

2. Select the Sensor Type link of the sensor to be assigned to the Monitored Asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the Monitored Asset drop-down list, select the Monitored Asset to be assigned to the sensor.

4. Select Save. All subsequent reading and device operating data is linked to the sensor's assigned Monitored

Asset.

Once a Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor, it's critical to verify the sensor settings meet the conditions of

the asset being monitored.

5. Once a Monitored Asset is assigned to a sensor, it's critical to verify the sensor settings meet the conditions of

the asset being monitored.

From the sensor profile, verify the Normal Condition (range) [30] and Alarm Delay [31] settings.

From the sensor gateway profile, verify the Logging Interval [34], Check-In Interval [33], Audio Alert [30], and

Unresponsive Timeout [32] settings.

Assign Monitored Asset to a business unit or location
By default, Monitored Assets are assigned your account Business Unit and are not assigned to a Location. If your

account structure uses multiple Business Units or Locations to control user access, you can re-assign an asset to a

Business Unit or Location to ensure users have access to the devices they are responsible for.

• You can update a single asset or multiple assets at the same time.

• Business Units are assigned to Users and can also added to Reports and, Alert Rules. After an update, it's

recommended to verify if the update impacts any of these components.

• If you need to create a new Business Unit or Location, go to Admin > select Business Units or Locations > and

select + New.

How to update the assigned Business Unit or Location for a single Monitored Asset

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Name link of the asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. Update its assigned Business Unit or Location.

From the setting drop-down list, select an option.

To view the Location setting, select Show Advanced Options.

4. Select Save.

How to update the assigned Business Unit or Location for multiple Monitored Assets at the same time

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list select each Monitored Asset to be updated > from the bottom menu select Edit Selected.
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3. From the Mass Edit screen, update the Business Unit or Location and select Update All Selected Assets.

Delete a Monitored Asset
Deleting a Monitored Asset should be performed with caution. A Monitored Asset should only be deleted when it's no

longer being monitored and its historical reading and event data is not required to be retained.

When deleting a Monitored Asset, OneVue:

• Permanently deletes its profile - including all reading and event history stored in its profile.

• Removes it from Alert Rules - alerts are not generated for the asset.

• Removes it from Report Profiles - reports generated after its delete date will not include the asset.

• Retains all report history - any previously generated reports that included the asset are available from Reports.
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IMPORTANT
If a Monitored Asset is no longer required to be monitored and its historical reading and event data is

required to be retained, then change its state to Decommissioned and do not delete the asset. To set

to Decommissioned, complete steps 1 through 3 below.

When an asset is set to a Decommissioned state, OneVue:

• Retains all historical reading and event data that can be viewed from its profile.

• Acknowledges and ends any active alerts associated to the Monitored Asset.

• Detaches the Monitored Asset from its assigned sensor. The sensor can be assigned to another

asset or removed from OneVue. To remove a sensor from OneVue, contact Primex Technical

Support.

How to delete a monitored asset

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Name of the asset to delete.

3. Change its State to Decommissioned.

Select Show Advanced Options > from the New State drop-down, select select Decommissioned > enter a Reason

> select Change State.

4. Once set to a Decommissioned state, select Delete.

5. From the Delete This Asset confirmation, select Yes.

The Monitored Asset profile, including all reading and event data, is permanently deleted from OneVue.

Change the state of a Monitored Asset
A user assigned to an Admin role can change the state of a Monitored Asset. Although OneVue manages the state, a

circumstance may arise that requires a user to manually change the state of an asset. Conditions that may warrant
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the use of this function include temporarily suspending the monitoring of an asset during maintenance, permanently

disabling the asset from your OneVue account, or during testing.

Considerations when changing the state of a Monitored Asset

• Assigned Sensor

The state of the sensor assigned to the Monitored Asset is also changed.

• Changing to a Suspended state

This state is designed for use during a temporary condition, such as when a sensor or Monitored Asset is being

repaired or replaced. When set to Suspended, no alerts are generated for the Monitored Asset.

A subsequent check-in with a Normal, Alarm, or Warning state does not change its state. Therefore, a manual state

change is required to be completed to change the state from Suspended.

A reminder task can be set to generate a Dashboard To Do List notification. Setting a Reminder Task is a means to

notify system users that the Monitored Asset is in a Suspended state and needs to be set back to a Normal state to

resume alerting.

When set to a Suspended state, OneVue:

• acknowledges and ends any active alerts

• does not generate alerts for the asset

• does not monitor the readings or sensor device operating conditions

• continues to log and store readings and sensor device operating conditions - continues to show status changes

only

• Changing to an Alarm or Warning state

When changed to an Alarm or Warning state, a subsequent check-in with a Normal state will change its state back

to Normal.

When set to an Alarm state, OneVue does not generate an alert. This is due to a status code that activates an alert

is not set during a manual state change.

• Changing to a Decommissioned state

The Decommissioned state is designed to permanently disable a Monitored Asset from your account, such as when

an asset has been taken out of service. All of the Monitored Asset's data generated prior to being Decommissioned

is retained in previously generated reports.

A subsequent check-in with a Normal, Alarm, or Warning state does not change its state. Therefore, a manual state

change is required to be completed to change the state from Suspended or Decommissioned.

When set to a Decommissioned state, OneVue:

• detaches the Monitored Asset from its assigned sensor(s)

• acknowledges and ends any active alerts

• retains all historical reading data that was stored in the system prior to the Monitored Asset being set to a

Decommissioned state

• allows the Monitored Asset to be permanently deleted [10] from your OneVue account. If the sensor assigned to

the Monitored Asset also needs to be deleted from OneVue, you must contact Primex Technical Support and

request to have the sensor removed from your OneVue account.
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• Stage change history

All manual state changes are logged. The details logged include the date and time the state change was made, the

user who performed the change, and the reason provided by the user. All state changes can be viewed from the

State History of Monitored Asset and are included in the Asset Summary Report and Monitored Asset State History

Report.

How to change the state of a Monitored Asset

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. Select Show Advanced Options.

The change is completed from the change state section.

4. From the New State drop-down menu, select the state the Monitored Asset is to be changed to.

5. From the Reason field, enter the condition that warranted changing the state.

The comments entered are stored in the State History view and included in the Asset Summary Report and

Monitored Asset State History Report.

6. If it is set to a Suspended state, a Reminder Task can be set (optional).

The Reminder Task generates a Dashboard To Do list notification when the time period set in the Reminder Task

has been reached. The notification remains on the Dashboard To Do list during the time period the Monitored

Asset is in a Suspended state.

7. To change the state, select Change State.

The Monitored Asset and its assigned sensor(s) state is changed. If the Monitored Asset was in an Alarm state,

the OneVue acknowledges and ends the alert.
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MANAGE SENSOR SETTINGS

About managing sensor settings
Each sensor has a unique profile where you can view and configure its monitoring and connection settings. A

sensor's monitoring settings are configured to meet the requirements of its assigned Monitored Asset.

Methods to manage sensor settings

• Device Preconfiguration (new order only)

Device Preconfiguration automates the configuration of Primex network devices for use with your OneVue account

before they arrive at your facility - eliminating the need to manually configure a device onsite. Device

Preconfiguration is completed online from your OneVue account. Once completed, Primex configures the devices

with your OneVue account ID and settings provided during preconfiguration, and labels each device. It's an online

process that allows devices to be ready for use when they arrive at your facility.

• OWDC app (new order and post-install)

The OneVue Wired Device Configurator (OWDC) Android™ app provides the experience of managing Primex network

devices locally at a device on a mobile platform. The app provides flexibility and convenience to add new devices to

OneVue and also view or edit a device's primary settings. Once you download the app from Google Play™ store (it’s

free!), you connect a Primex network device to your Android device and the app guides you through the entire

process. It's an easy process that provides onsite configuration.

• Sensor Profile (post-install) [16]

From the profile of a sensor, you can view and manage its monitoring and device settings.

• View a Sensor's date of first use [26]

A Sensor's date of first use is the date it began reporting reading data to OneVue. If your organization's policies

require sensor replacement on a regular cycle this date can be used to analyze replacement timing. If you need to

identify the age of all your OneVue sensor devices, this data can also be used during your analysis. For temperature

probes, the first use date and days to replacement are provided in the Probe Replacement Report.

Settings configured from a sensor's profile

• Assigned Monitored Asset [8]

A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is to monitor and each sensor is assigned to a Monitored Asset. OneVue links

the sensor data to its assigned Monitored Asset.

• Normal Condition (range) [30]

The Normal Condition (range) is the expected, normal operating condition of the Monitored Asset and is dependent

on sensor type.

For example, when monitoring temperature or humidity its Normal Condition is set to the lowest and highest

acceptable range of the asset being monitored. When a reading is not within its Normal Condition, the Monitored

Asset is set to a Warning state with an Out of Range status. When the last reading remains Out of Range for longer

than the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its Monitored Asset are set to an Alarm state with

a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.
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• Alarm Delay [31]

The Alarm Delay is the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and Monitored Asset to an Alarm state

when in an Out of Range status. When it remains in an Out of Range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay

setting, the sensor and its Monitored Asset are set to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm

Delay.

If the Alarm Delay setting is set to 0 (zero) an Out of Range status immediately results in an Alarm state with the

status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

By default, set to 30 minutes. A Water Leak Sensor should always be set to 0 (zero), to ensure a Wet reading

automatically results in an Alarm state.

• Door Delay (Differential Pressure Sensor Door Monitoring enabled [37])

Period of time a door switch is allowed to be in an Open status before the sensor and Monitored Asset is set to the

Alarms Disabled state with the status of Past Door Delay.

When set to the Alarms Disabled state, OneVue does not monitor the differential pressure readings or the sensor

device operating status and will not generate alerts for the Monitored Asset.

• Change state

A state change allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of a sensor. Although OneVue

monitors and manages the state of a sensor, this feature is designed to provide a function that allows a user to

change the state of a sensor.

Settings configured from a sensor's gateway profile

From a sensor profile, selecting the Gateway ID link opens its gateway profile.

• Network

During its check-in sequence to OneVue, the device attempts to connect to this network first. If the connection fails,

the device automatically attempts to connect to its alternate network.

The alternate network serves as a backup network. When a device cannot connect to its primary network, it

automatically attempts to connect to its alternate network.

• Logging Interval [34]

The Logging Interval is how frequent a sensor logs a reading and stores it into its internal memory. All logged

readings are then sent to OneVue at the frequency set the sensor's Check-in Interval frequency.

By default set to 1 hour.

• Check-in Interval [33]

The Check-in Interval is the frequency a sensor connects to the facility's network to send its logged readings to

OneVue. Also during each check-in, pending setting updates are downloaded to the sensor.

By default set to 8 hours.

• Unresponsive Timeout [32]

The Unresponsive Timeout is the maximum amount of time a Primex device can go without a check-in to OneVue.

When this time limit is exceeded, the device is set to an Alarm state with an Unresponsive status.

By default set to 16 hours.

• Audio Alert [30]
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Primex sensors have an audio alert that is activated when in a reading Alarm state. The audio alert emits a series of

beeps to notify the surrounding staff of the reading alarm condition. By default, set to disabled.

• Firmware [37]

Primex devices have internal programming, referred to as micro firmware that controls how it operates. Its internal

radio component has firmware as well that controls how it communicates over a network, referred to as radio

firmware. By default, firmware is set to update automatically, which is strongly recommended by Primex.

View sensors
A Sensor measures and collects readings for specific environmental conditions. Within your OneVue account, each

sensor is assigned to a Monitored Asset and its readings and operating condition data is linked to the Monitored

Asset. From the profile of a sensor, you can view and manage its settings.

You can view a list of all sensors [16] that displays all sensors and their primary settings or the profile of a specific

sensor [17].

View all sensors

The sensors view displays a list of all sensors in your OneVue account.

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. A list of all sensor are displayed.

Column Description

Sensor Type Identifies the type of sensor; temperature, humidity, differential pressure.

Selecting the sensor type link opens the sensor profile.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.
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Column Description

Normal

Condition

(range)

Minimum and maximum range or Normal Condition of the condition being monitored.

Set to the expected operating range or normal condition of the Monitored Asset

assigned to the sensor.

• When a reading is not within its Normal Condition, the sensor and its assigned

Monitored Asset is set to an Out of Range status.

Gateway The unique 12 character ID (MAC address) of the sensor. Selecting the link opens the

sensor's gateway profile.

Monitored

Asset

Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor. The sensor reading and operational data is

linked to the Monitored Asset. Selecting the link opens the Monitored Asset profile.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Date and time of the last reading.

State Current state of the sensor.

A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition

and its status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's

monitored operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery

level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a

Warning or Alarm state.

Update Pending Indicates if a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the Primex device. Yes

indicates a change will be downloaded to the device during its next check-in.

View a sensor profile

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. Select the Sensor Type link of the sensor.

The sensor profile is displayed and settings are based on the sensor model. .To view all of the sensor settings,

select Show Advanced Options.
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Temperature Sensor profile settings and data

Setting Definition

Monitored

Asset

A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned

to a sensor. OneVue links the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned

Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's reading and state history.
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Setting Definition

Normal

Condition

(range)

The Normal Condition is the expected operating range or the condition of the Monitored

Asset assigned to the sensor. The settings vary based on the type of sensor and the

condition being monitored.

• It's recommended to consider the regulatory requirements of the Monitored Asset, which

may include CDC, FDA, TJC requirements. In some cases, regulatory agencies refer to the

manufacturer's recommendations as a basis for ranges. The range may refer to the

contents of a refrigerator or freezer, such as medications or food.

• When a sensor reading either falls below the minimum or above the maximum, the sensor

and its Monitored Asset are set to a Warning state with an Out of Range status.

• When out of range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its

Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm

Delay.

• If a sensor reading is out of range and the Alarm Delay is set to 0 (zero), the system

automatically sets the sensor to an Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past

Alarm Delay.

• If you update the Normal Condition during an Alarm state, the Alarm state will not clear

until a subsequent sensor reading is within the updated setting.

• To only alarm if a Monitored Asset sensor reading is above a certain range, set its

maximum range and leave the minimum range empty (blank). For example, if the

Monitored Asset is to only alarm if a sensor reading is above 20°, set the maximum range

to 20° and leave the minimum range empty (blank). With this range, any reading below 20°

is considered normal.

Sensor Type Identifies the sensor model.

Gateway ID The unique 12-character ID (MAC address) of the device. The gateway is an internal

component of a Primex device that connects to your facility's network. The Gateway ID is

also printed on a label affixed to the Primex device.

State A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition and its

status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's monitored

operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a Warning

or Alarm state.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Actual date and time the Last Reading was sampled and logged by the sensor.

Update

Pending

Indicates if a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the Primex device. Yes

indicates a change will be downloaded to the device during its next check-in.
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Setting Definition

Reading

History

The reading history of a sensor is its transmitted reading data over a specified period of time.

From the reading history view, you can view the historical reading data of a sensor in both a

graphical and list view.

It's recommended to view reading history from a Monitored Asset's profile. This is due to the

sensor may have been assigned to a different Monitored Asset at a point in time.

State History The State History specifies the date and time of each state-change event and event details

Probe Life Settings only apply to a OneVue Probe with CertiTrak.

• Probe Serial No.: the probe's unique serial number. Select the link to view the probe's

Temperature NIST Certification - Calibration Data Report.

• Last Testing Date: date of calibration (certification) documented in its NIST Certificate.

• First Use Date: date the probe was first inserted into a sensor device.

• Probe Replacement: the time interval when a probe is to be replaced. If Use Default is

displayed, set to the account Probe Replacement setting.

Default value is Every 2 Years; options include Every Year, Every 2 Years, Every 5 Years, and

Every 10 years.

• Information for CDC and other AJH Audits: selecting the link opens the Primex Probe

Certification Statement. The statement provides a summary of calibration regulatory

compliance requirements, and Primex suggested replacement timeline and supporting

information.

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

Alarm Delay The Alarm Delay is the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and Monitored

Asset to an Alarm state when in an Out of Range status. When it remains in an Out of Range

for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its Monitored Asset are set

to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

State Change A state change allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of a sensor.

Although OneVue monitors and manages the state of a sensor, this feature is designed to

provide a function that allows a user to change the state of a sensor.

Temperature and Humidity Sensor profile settings and data

A OneVue Temperature and Humidity Sensor has two sensing elements. Each element has its own unique sensor

profile, including a sensor profile for both Temperature and Humidity.
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Setting Definition

Monitored Asset A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned

to a sensor. OneVue links the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned

Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's reading and state history.

Normal

Condition

(range)

The expected, normal operating range of the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor. Set by

the minimum and maximum setting values. Humidity readings are displayed in Relative

Humidity (RH). Temperature readings can be set to be displayed in Fahrenheit or Celsius.

• When a sensor reading either falls below the minimum or above the maximum, the sensor

and its Monitored Asset are set to a Warning state with an Out of Range status.

• When out of range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its

Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm

Delay.

• If a sensor reading is out of range and the Alarm Delay is set to 0 (zero), the system

automatically sets the sensor to an Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past

Alarm Delay.

• If you update the Normal Condition during an Alarm state, the Alarm state will not clear

until a subsequent sensor reading is within the updated setting.

• To only alarm if a Monitored Asset sensor reading is above a certain range, set its

maximum range and leave the minimum range empty (blank). For example, if the

Monitored Asset is to only alarm if a sensor reading is above 20°, set the maximum range

to 20° and leave the minimum range empty (blank). With this range, any reading below 20°

is considered normal.

Sensor Type Identifies the sensor model.

Gateway ID The sensor's gateway. The gateway is the network component of a Primex device that

connects to your facility's network. Selecting the link opens the gateway profile.

State A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition and

its status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's monitored

operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a

Warning or Alarm state.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Actual date and time the Last Reading was sampled and logged by the sensor.
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Setting Definition

Reading History The reading history of a sensor is its transmitted reading data over a specified period of

time. From the reading history view, you can view the historical reading data of a sensor in

both a graphical and list view.

It's recommended to view reading history from a Monitored Asset's profile. This is due to

the sensor may have been assigned to a different Monitored Asset at a point in time.

State History The State History specifies the date and time of each state-change event and event details

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

Alarm Delay The Alarm Delay sets the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and its assigned

Monitored Asset to an Alarm state. When a sensor reading is not within its Normal

Condition (an Out of Range status) and it remains Out of Range for the time period set in its

Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a

status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

State Change A state change allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of a sensor.

Although OneVue monitors and manages the state of a sensor, this feature is designed to

provide a function that allows a user to change the state of a sensor.

Differential Pressure Sensor profile settings and data

Setting Definition

Monitored Asset A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned

to a sensor. OneVue links the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned

Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's reading and state history.

Pressure Identifies if the sensor is measuring positive or negative pressure. This is commonly based

on its application use.

Minimum The lowest acceptable reading in either Inches of Water (inH20) or Pascal (Pa). The default

value is 0.010 inH20 and 2.5 Pascals (Pa).

Allowed range for both negative and positive pressure is from 0 to 0.500

When a reading falls below this value, the sensor and its assigned Monitored Asset are set

to a Warning state with an Out of Range status.

Sensor Type Identifies the sensor model.

Gateway ID A Primex network device has an internal gateway, a component that manages its network

connection and firmware. From a device's profile, you can manage its settings and also its

settings available from its gateway profile. To view a device's gateway settings, from its

profile select its Gateway ID link.
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Setting Definition

State A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition and

its status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's monitored

operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a

Warning or Alarm state.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Actual date and time the Last Reading was sampled and logged by the sensor.

Update Pending The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be

downloaded to the device during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect

when downloaded to the device. Once downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to

No.

Reading History When selected, displays the sensor's reading history.

It's recommended to view reading history from a Monitored Asset's profile. This is due to

the sensor may have been assigned to a different Monitored Asset at a point in time.

Select Show Advanced Options to view the settings below.

Maximum IN

H20

The highest acceptable reading in either inches of water (inH20) or Pascal (Pa).

Allowed range for both negative and positive pressure is from 0 to 0.500

When a reading is above this value, the sensor and its assigned Monitored Asset are set to

Warning state with an Out of Range status.

Alarm Delay The Alarm Delay is the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and Monitored

Asset to an Alarm state when in an Out of Range status. When it remains in an Out of

Range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its Monitored Asset

are set to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

Door Delay

(only applies

when door

monitoring is

enabled at the

device)

Period of time a door switch is allowed to be in an Open status before the sensor and

Monitored Asset is set to the Alarms Disabled state with the status of Past Door Delay.

The Differential Pressure Sensor door monitoring feature is designed to allow the status of

a magnetic door switch and the sensor's Door Delay setting time period to manage when a

Monitored Asset is set to the Alarms Disabled state. When set to the Alarms Disabled state,

OneVue does not monitor the differential pressure readings or the sensor device operating

status and will not generate alerts for the Monitored Asset.

To avoid a false Alarm state, it's recommended to set the Door Delay to less than its Alarm

Delay setting.
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Setting Definition

Notes For information purposes and commonly provides additional details needed to be shared

with system users.

State Change Change state: Although OneVue monitors and manages the state of devices, the state

change is designed to provide a function that allows a user to manually change the state of

a device.

Contact Closure Sensor profile settings and data

A OneVue Contact Closure Sensor detects the opening and closing of entry/access points - such as medication

cabinets, doors and windows, elevators, to refrigerators. The Contact Closure Switch, which is connected to the

sensor 2-pin terminal block, detects a dry contact closure event (open or closed). A Contact Closure Sensor is

commonly used in areas to monitor entry/access points that may not need a full alarm system.

Setting Definition

Monitored Asset A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned

to a sensor. OneVue links the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned

Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's reading and state history.

Normal

Condition

(range)

The Normal Condition of a Contact Closure Sensor is always set to Closed.

• When the last transmitted sensor reading is Open (Out of Range), the sensor and its

Monitored Asset are set to a Warning state when an Out of Range status.

• When the last reading has been Open (Out of Range) for longer than the time period set in

its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state

with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

• When the Alarm Delay is set to 0 (zero), OneVue automatically sets the sensor to an

Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay

Sensor Type Identifies the sensor model.

Gateway ID The sensor's gateway. The gateway is the network component of a Primex device that

connects to your facility's network. Selecting the link opens the gateway profile.

State A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition and

its status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's monitored

operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a

Warning or Alarm state.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Actual date and time the Last Reading was sampled and logged by the sensor.
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Setting Definition

Reading History The reading history of a sensor is its transmitted reading data over a specified period of

time. From the reading history view, you can view the historical reading data of a sensor in

both a graphical and list view.

It's recommended to view reading history from a Monitored Asset's profile. This is due to

the sensor may have been assigned to a different Monitored Asset at a point in time.

State History The State History specifies the date and time of each state-change event and event details

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

Alarm Delay The Alarm Delay sets the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and its

assigned Monitored Asset to an Alarm state. When a sensor reading is not within its Normal

Condition (an Out of Range status) and it remains Out of Range for the time period set in its

Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a

status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

State Change A state change allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of a sensor.

Although OneVue monitors and manages the state of a sensor, this feature is designed to

provide a function that allows a user to change the state of a sensor.

Water Leak Sensor profile settings and data

Setting Definition

Monitored Asset A Monitored Asset is what a sensor is monitoring and each asset is required to be assigned

to a sensor. OneVue links the sensor readings and operating condition data to its assigned

Monitored Asset, which generates the asset's reading and state history.

Normal

Condition

(range)

The Normal Condition of a Water Sensor is always set to Dry.

• When a sensor reading is wet (out of range), the reading is automatically sent to OneVue.

• When out of range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and its

Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm

Delay.

• If a sensor reading is out of range and the Alarm Delay is set to 0 (zero), the system

automatically sets the sensor to an Alarm state with the status of Out of Range, Past

Alarm Delay.

• If you update the Normal Condition during an Alarm state, the Alarm state will not clear

until a subsequent sensor reading is within the updated setting.

Sensor Type Identifies the sensor model.
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Setting Definition

Gateway ID The sensor's gateway. The gateway is the network component of a Primex device that

connects to your facility's network. Selecting the link opens the gateway profile.

State A sensor's state is determined by its last transmitted reading and operating condition and

its status identifies the cause of it entering a Warning or Alarm state. A sensor's monitored

operating conditions include its sensing element, last check-in, and battery level.

Status Current status of the device. The status identifies the cause of the device entering a

Warning or Alarm state.

Last Reading Value of the last sensor reading transmitted to OneVue.

Last Reading

Date/Time

Actual date and time the Last Reading was sampled and logged by the sensor.

Reading History The reading history of a sensor is its transmitted reading data over a specified period of

time. From the reading history view, you can view the historical reading data of a sensor in

both a graphical and list view.

It's recommended to view reading history from a Monitored Asset's profile. This is due to

the sensor may have been assigned to a different Monitored Asset at a point in time.

State History The State History specifies the date and time of each state-change event and event details

Advanced settings. Below settings are only viewable when Show Advanced Options is selected.

Notes Commonly provides additional information needed to share with system users.

Alarm Delay The Alarm Delay sets the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and its assigned

Monitored Asset to an Alarm state. When a sensor reading is not within its Normal

Condition (an Out of Range status) and it remains Out of Range for the time period set in its

Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state with a

status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

State Change A state change allows a user assigned to an Admin Role to change the state of a sensor.

Although OneVue monitors and manages the state of a sensor, this feature is designed to

provide a function that allows a user to change the state of a sensor.

View sensor date of first use
A Sensor's date of first use is the date it began reporting reading data to OneVue. If your organization's policies

require sensor replacement on a regular cycle this date can be used to analyze replacement timing. If you need to

identify the age of all your OneVue sensor devices, this data can also be used during your analysis. For temperature

probes, the first use date and days to replacement are provided in the Probe Replacement Report.

The first date of use is not displayed by default. A custom view must be created that includes this column

(instructions provided below).
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If you have already created a custom view, go to Devices > Sensors. The default view may have been customized or

from the view drop-down menu select a view that may specify the first date. From the custom view, select Save as

CSV to download the data displayed. From the CSV file, you can then sort the data by date.

NOTE
If you have migrated sensors from the Primex AMP platform to OneVue, this date is the date a sensor

first reported data to OneVue and is not the date it began reporting data to the AMP.

Create a custom view to display the date of first use

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. Be sure that the Default view is select. From the upper right corner, select the gear icon.

3. From the View Name field, update Default to a name that uniquely identifies the view.

4. Select the view settings.

• Share

All list views you create start out as private, meaning only you can see them. You can share list views with

other users by selecting Share from your custom view. When shared, from the list view drop-down menu, each

user can select the shared view.

• Set as System Default (can only be set by a admin user)

Set an Account Default View. When a view is set to the Account Default View, this view is displayed by default

for all system users. Only a user assigned to the Account Admin Role can set the Account Default View. When

selected the system automatically sets the view as a shared view, please do not disable the share setting.

• Items per page

By default, a view only displays 10 items (rows) per page. To avoid having to select next page to view more

items, you can set a view to display up to 100 items. Setting the items per page to a higher number is also

helpful when downloading the list view data to a CSV file, which only downloads the current data displayed in

the list view.
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• Sort by

Set how the data is sorted in the custom view.

• Filter by

Filter: apply a filter to include or exclude specific data. In addition to filtering data "by" (include), you can apply

to a filter to exclude data by selecting the "out" filter. For example, you may not want to display anything with a

Suspended state - you would set the Filter to out, by State, and enter the text Suspended.

5. Edit the columns shown or hidden.

• Shown Columns: displays the list of columns displayed in the view. To change the location of the column,

select the column and move it to a location in the list order. To remove a column from the view, select the

column and move it to the Hidden Columns section.

• Hidden Columns: displays the list of columns that are hidden from the view. To add a hidden column to the

view, select the column and move it to the Shown Columns section.

6. To save the view, select Save New View.

7. To close the custom view setup page, select the gear icon.
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The view is saved and can be selected from the view drop-down menu.

View a temperature probe calibration NIST certificate and lifespan details
A Probe with CertiTrak is supplied with a unique Certificate of Traceability and Calibration Testing. The certificate

provides data required for compliance with the guidelines issued by the CDC and other authorities having jurisdiction.

At anytime from OneVue, you can view a probe's NIST certificate. The Probe Replacement Report provides the days

remaining to replacement for OneVue Probes with CertiTrak.

How to view a probe NIST certificate

You will need to know either the Monitored Asset or the temperature sensor's 12-character Gateway ID (located on a

label affixed to the backside of the sensor device).

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. Select the Name of the asset the sensor is monitoring. The Monitored Asset profile is displayed.

3. From the Sensor Type section, select the Temperature link. The sensor profile is displayed.

4. From its Probe Life section, select the Probe Serial No. link.

Additional probe life details

• Last Testing Date: date of calibration (certification) documented in its NIST Certificate.

• First Use Date: date the probe was first inserted into a sensor device.

• Probe Replacement: the time interval when a probe is to be replaced. If Use Default is displayed, set to the account

Probe Replacement setting.

• Information for CDC and other AJH Audits: selecting the link opens the Primex Probe Certification Statement. The

statement provides a summary of calibration regulatory compliance requirements, and Primex suggested

replacement timeline and supporting information.
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Configure the normal condition of a sensor and Monitored Asset
The Normal Condition is the expected operating range or the condition of the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor.

The settings vary based on the type of sensor and the condition being monitored.

The following step begins by selecting the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor, which is the recommended

method. This ensure the correct sensor monitoring the asset is selected.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset link. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the sensor type section, select the type of sensor (its assigned sensor). The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Set its Normal Condition. The setting varies by the sensor type.

5. Select Save.

When a setting update is made to a device, its Update Pending status is set to Yes. During its next check-in, all

pending setting updates are downloaded to the device. Once downloaded, its Update Pending status is set to No.

Configure sensor audio alert
Primex sensors are equipped with a reading alarm audio alert. The audio alert is activated when a reading is out of

range and the time period it has been out of range has exceeded the time period set in its Alarm Delay.

NOTE
Be default, the audio alert is disabled.

When an audio alert is activated

• The sensor emits a continuous beep at one second intervals during a reading Alarm state. In addition to the audio

alert, the device's red LED flashes once per second during a reading Alarm state.

• The audio alert may be silenced by pressing the silence button  (bell icon) located on the front the sensor. When

the silence button is pressed during an audio alert, the alert is NOT acknowledged in your OneVue account. The

behavior after silencing the audio alert is dependent on the resume audio alert setting, which is set to resume the

audio alert after a period of time.

• Pressing the device check-in button  (up arrow icon) during an audio alert does not sound the audio alert or

cause the device gateway to check-in to OneVue.

NOTE
If the audio alert is disabled, the red LED flashes once per second during a reading Alarm state.

Pressing the silence button  (bell icon) suspends the red LED from flashing for the duration of the

Alarm state.
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Enable or disable audio alert

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. Select the Gateway ID link of the sensor.

3. Select Show Advanced Options.

4. To enable the audio alert, select the Enable Audio Alert checkbox. A checkmark indicates the audio alert is

enabled. To disable the audio alert, deselect the Enable Audio Alert checkbox.

5. From the Resume Audio Alert After drop-down menu, select the duration of time the audio alert should resume

after the silence button is pressed during a reading Alarm state.

6. Select Save.

The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the device

during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect when downloaded to the device. Once

downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to No.

Configure the alarm delay of a sensor
The Alarm Delay sets the amount of time OneVue delays setting the sensor and its assigned Monitored Asset to an

Alarm state. When a sensor reading is not within its Normal Condition (an Out of Range status) and it remains Out of

Range for the time period set in its Alarm Delay setting, the sensor and Monitored Asset are then set to an Alarm state

with a status of Out of Range, Past Alarm Delay.

The Alarm Delay setting is designed to reduce the frequency of nuisance alarms resulting from temporary reading

fluctuations. For example, a temperature reading fluctuation may be due to routine occurrences, such as opening and

closing a refrigeration unit during restocking or during a refrigeration unit defrost cycle.

• The Alarm Delay time period should be based on the value and viability of the Monitored Asset assigned to the

sensor and routine tasks that may result in temporary reading fluctuations.

• Setting the Alarm Delay to 0 (zero) results in an immediate Alarm state.
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How to view or configure Alarm Delay setting

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the Monitored Asset column, select the Name link of the Monitored Asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. Select the Sensor Type link. The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Select Show Advanced Options.

5. From the Alarm Delay drop-down menu, select an option.

6. Select Save.

Configure how long a sensor can go without a check-in to OneVue (Unresponsive Timeout)
The Unresponsive Timeout is the maximum amount of time a Primex device can go without a check-in to OneVue.

When this time limit is exceeded, the device is set to an Alarm state with an Unresponsive status.

View or configure the Unresponsive Timeout

The following step begins by selecting the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor, which is the recommended

method. This ensures the correct sensor monitoring the asset is selected.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset link. Its profile is displayed.

3. Select the Sensor Type link. The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Select the Gateway ID link of the sensor.

5. Select Show Advanced Options.

6. From the Unresponsive Timeout drop-down menu, select the maximum amount of time a gateway can go without

a check-in to OneVue.

The Unresponsive Timeout frequency is required to be greater than the Check-in Interval [33] setting.

7. Select Save.
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The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the device

during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect when downloaded to the device. Once

downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to No.

Configure how frequent logged readings are sent to OneVue (Check-in Interval)
The Check-in Interval is the frequency a sensor connects to the facility's network to send its logged readings to

OneVue. Also during each check-in, pending setting updates are downloaded to the sensor.

NOTE
For example, a sensor's Logging Interval may be set to every hour and its Check-in Interval is set to

every 8 hours. With this configuration, every 8 hours the sensor device checks-in to OneVue and each

of its hourly logged readings are sent to OneVue.

Considerations when setting the Check-in Interval

Although the Check-in Interval sets how frequency logged readings at sent to OneVue, a sensor continuously

monitors its sampled readings. When a sampled out of range reading is detected, the reading is automatically sent to

OneVue.

• OneVue sensors continuously monitor their sampled readings.

• Temperature, Humidity and Differential Pressure Sensors

A sensor continuously takes a sample reading every 15 seconds. When a sensor's sampled reading is not within

its Normal Condition (out of range) for 60 consecutive seconds, the last sampled out of range reading is

automatically sent to OneVue.

When a probe is removed from a temperature sensor, a no probe status is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in a reading Alarm state and its sampled readings are within normal range for 60

consecutive seconds, the last sampled normal reading is automatically sent to OneVue. This clears the reading

Alarm state and sets the asset back to a Normal state.

• Water Leak Sensor

When a sensor reading is wet (out of range), the reading is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a water detector is removed from the sensor's input, a no probe status is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state due to a wet reading and the sensor takes a dry reading, the reading

is automatically sent to OneVue. This will clear the Alarm state and set the asset back to a Normal state.

• Contact Closure Sensor

When a reading is open (out of range), the out of range reading is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state due to an open reading and the sensor takes a closed reading, the

reading is automatically sent to OneVue. This will clear the Alarm state and set the asset back to a Normal state.

• If a Primex device is solely operating on battery power, the Check-In Interval frequency does impact its battery life.
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Temperature, Temperature & Humidity, Differential Pressure Sensor: estimated 18 months of battery life with an 8

hour Check-In Interval, adequate wireless signal strength, and use of high quality lithium-ion batteries.

• If a check-in fails, all logged readings are stored in the sensor's non-volatile memory. A sensor device stores up to

4096 readings in its memory before it begins to overwrite the oldest reading.

• Check-In Interval must be equal to or greater than its Logging Interval. The Logging Interval [34] sets the frequency

readings are stored and logged in the non-volatile memory of the device.

How to view or configure the Check-in Interval frequency

The following step begins by selecting the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor, which is the recommended

method. This ensures the correct sensor monitoring the asset is selected.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset link. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the sensor type section, select the type of sensor (its assigned sensor). The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Select the Gateway ID link of the sensor. The sensor gateway profile is displayed.

5. Select Show Advanced Options.

6. From the Check-In Interval drop-down menu, select the frequency logged readings are to be transmitted to

OneVue.

7. Select Save.

The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the device

during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect when downloaded to the device. Once

downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to No.

Configure how frequent a sensor logs a reading (Logging Interval)
The Logging Interval is how frequent a sensor logs a reading and stores it into its internal memory. All logged

readings are then sent to OneVue at the frequency set the sensor's Check-in Interval frequency.
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• By default, the Logging Interval is set to 1 hour and the Check-In Interval is set to 8 hours; at each 8-hour check-in a

total of 8 one hour logged readings are transmitted to OneVue.

• Set the logging frequency to meet your organization's standard for reporting and managing the reading data of the

asset being monitored.

• A shorter Logging Interval creates more reading data points. A Monitored Asset's reading points can be used to

evaluate or report on the monitored condition.

• The Logging Interval setting must be equal to or less than the sensor's gateway Check-In Interval setting. The

Check-In Interval [33] sets the frequency logged sensor readings are transmitted to your OneVue account.

• If a check-in fails, all logged readings are stored in the sensor's non-volatile memory. A sensor device stores up to

4096 readings in its memory before it begins to overwrite the oldest reading.

Continuous monitoring

Although a sensor's Logging Interval sets how often a reading is logged and each logged reading is transmitted to

OneVue during each check-in, a sensor continuously monitors its sampled readings. When a sampled out of range

reading is detected, the sensor connects to the network and the out of range reading is automatically transmitted to

OneVue as described below.

OneVue sensors continuously monitor their sampled readings.

• Temperature, Humidity and Differential Pressure Sensors

A sensor continuously takes a sample reading every 15 seconds. When a sensor's sampled reading is not within its

Normal Condition (out of range) for 60 consecutive seconds, the last sampled out of range reading is automatically

sent to OneVue.

When a probe is removed from a temperature sensor, a no probe status is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in a reading Alarm state and its sampled readings are within normal range for 60

consecutive seconds, the last sampled normal reading is automatically sent to OneVue. This clears the reading

Alarm state and sets the asset back to a Normal state.

• Water Leak Sensor

When a sensor reading is wet (out of range), the reading is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a water detector is removed from the sensor's input, a no probe status is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state due to a wet reading and the sensor takes a dry reading, the reading is

automatically sent to OneVue. This will clear the Alarm state and set the asset back to a Normal state.

• Contact Closure Sensor

When a reading is open (out of range), the out of range reading is automatically sent to OneVue.

When a Monitored Asset is in an Alarm state due to an open reading and the sensor takes a closed reading, the

reading is automatically sent to OneVue. This will clear the Alarm state and set the asset back to a Normal state.
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NOTE
For all sensor types, when a sensor is in a reading Alarm state and its sampled readings are within

normal range for 60 consecutive seconds, the last sampled normal reading is automatically sent to

OneVue. This clears the reading Alarm state and ends the alert.

How to view or configure the Logging Interval frequency

The following step begins by selecting the Monitored Asset assigned to the sensor, which is the recommended

method. This ensures the correct sensor monitoring the asset is selected.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.

2. From the list, select the Monitored Asset link. Its profile is displayed.

3. Select the Sensor Type link. The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Select the Gateway ID link of the sensor.

5. Select Show Advanced Options.

6. From the Logging Interval drop-down menu, select the frequency readings are to be logged and stored in the

internal log buffer of the device. Logged readings are transmitted to OneVue per the sensor gateway's Check-In

Interval setting.

7. Select Save.

The Update Pending status is set to Yes when a setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to the device

during its next check-in to OneVue. Setting changes take effect when downloaded to the device. Once

downloaded, its Updating Pending status is set to No.
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Configure sensor firmware
By default, firmware is set to update automatically, which is the method recommended by Primex. Primex may release

a firmware update that is either required to be applied or is an optional update. When firmware is set to Latest, a

device automatically downloads firmware updates released by Primex.

Firmware updates can also be managed by your staff. It's recommended to work with your Primex support

representative when updating to a specific firmware version.

View current firmware version

You can view the current firmware versions from a sensor's gateway profile.

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. From the list, select the sensor's Gateway ID Link. Its gateway profile is displayed.

3. Select Show Advanced Options.

4. View its current micro and radio firmware versions.

Set firmware to update automatically or to a specific version

By default, firmware is set to update automatically, which is the method recommended by Primex. You can also

update firmware to a specific version, which should only be performed when instructed by a Primex support

representative.

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. From the list, select the sensor's Gateway ID link. Its gateway profile is displayed.

3. Select Show Advanced Options.

To set to automatic updates: From the Keep Radio Firmware at drop-down menu, select Latest. From the Keep

Micro Firmware at drop-down menu, select Latest. When an updated firmware version is released, the firmware

update is automatically downloaded to the device.

To set specific firmware version: From the Keep Radio Firmware at or Keep Micro Firmware at drop-down menu,

select the firmware version to be updated to. The latest version is the highest number and listed in descending

order. It's recommended to update to the latest version, unless directed otherwise by Primex. To view the details

of the firmware update, select View Change Log.

4. Select Save.

When a setting update is made to a device, its Update Pending status is set to Yes. During its next check-in, all

pending setting updates are downloaded to the device. Once downloaded, its Update Pending status is set to No.

Configure differential pressure sensor door delay
The Differential Pressure Sensor door monitoring feature is designed to allow the status of a magnetic door switch

and the sensor's Door Delay setting time period to manage when a Monitored Asset is set to the Alarms Disabled

state. When set to the Alarms Disabled state, OneVue does not monitor the differential pressure readings or the

sensor device operating status and will not generate alerts for the Monitored Asset.

1. Go to Monitoring > Monitored Assets.
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2. From the Monitored Asset column, select the Name link of the Monitored Asset. Its profile is displayed.

3. From the sensor section, select the Differential Pressure link. The sensor profile is displayed.

4. Select Show Advanced Options.

5. From the Door Delay settings, set the number of minutes.

6. Select Save.

When the door switch has remained in an Open status for longer than the sensor's Door Delay setting, the sensor

and its assigned Monitored Asset (room) is automatically set to an Alarms Disabled state with a status of Past

Door Delay.

During the Alarms Disabled state, the sensor device continues to transmit its readings and operating statuses,

but the data is only logged and stored in your OneVue account. OneVue does not monitor the sensor readings or

device operating status and disables the alerts assigned to the Monitored Asset during the Alarms Disabled

state.

Configure settings for multiple sensors at the same time
You can update the settings for many sensors at the same time. During this procedure, all of the sensors selected are

updated to the settings specified.

To edit the Normal Condition (range) of multiple sensors, the selected sensors are required to be the same type.

1. Go to Devices > Sensors.

2. From the list, select all of the sensors that are to be updated.

3. Select Edit Selected. The Mass Edit window is displayed.

4. Enter the setting update to apply to all selected sensors.

5. Select Update All Selected Sensors.

The setting change is scheduled to be downloaded to each device during its next check-in to your OneVue

account and its Update Pending status is set to Yes. Once downloaded, the device's Updating Pending status is

set to No.
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Manually initiate a sensor to check-in to OneVue
While locally at a sensor, you can initiate a manual check-in. During each check-in all logged reading(s) are

transmitted to OneVue and any pending updates are downloaded to the sensor.

A Primex sensor checks-in to your OneVue account at regular intervals, per the frequency set in its Check-In Interval

setting. The Logging Interval [34] and Check-In Interval [33] settings are configured from a sensor gateway profile.

1. From the front of the sensor, press and quickly release its check-in button  (up arrow).

The sensor emits a series of audio beeps indicating is connection sequence.

• 1 beep: device booted

• 2 beeps: device connected to network

• 3 beeps: device connected to OneVue

During an active check-in connection, additional pressing of the check-in button is ignored.

2. If a check-in fails, this is commonly due to the device cannot establish a network connection. During this

condition, all logged readings are stored in the sensor's non-volatile memory. If the number of failed check-ins

exceeds the size of the non-volatile memory, the oldest readings are overwritten. A sensor can store up to 4096

readings in its non-volatile memory.

• If you only hear 1 beep: sensor could not connect to the facility's network.

• If you hear 1 beep followed by 2 beeps: sensor could not connect to OneVue.

The first step to troubleshoot a failed check-in is to verify with your IT department that the OneVue Network

Requirements are met. You will also want to verify if there has been a recent network change that may be

preventing the sensor from connecting to its assigned network.
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

You may require technical support when you have questions about product features, installation and configuration, or

troubleshooting. Support services are delivered in accordance with your organization's support agreement, end-user

license agreements, and warranties, either with a Primex Certified Sales and Service Partner or directly with Primex.

Support through Primex Certified Sales and Service Partners

Ensuring our customers experience excellent service is of utmost importance to Primex. Our network of Certified

Sales and Service Partners offers technical support services for Primex products.

If you have purchased Primex products or have a service agreement with a Primex Partner, they are your primary

contact for all Technical Support inquires.

When contacting Technical Support

Make sure you have satisfied the system requirements specified in the product documentation. Also be at the

computer or device on which the problem occurred, in case it's necessary to replicate the problem.

Please have the following information available:

• Customer ID/Account Name

• Problem description/error messages

• Device hardware information

• Troubleshooting performed

Primex Technical Support

Hours: 7:00 AM to 7:00 PM CT, Monday through Friday

Phone: 1-262-729-4860

Email: service@primexinc.com

Web: www.primexinc.com/support
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